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Basic Concepts in Information Retrieval
 Information Retrieval (IR) deals with the
representation, storage and organization of
unstructured data
 Information retrieval is the process of searching
within a document collection for a particular
information need (a query)
 Its mission is to assist in information search
 Two main search paradigms:
Retrieval

and

Browse
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The User Task
Retrieval
Repository
Browsing
 Retrieval
 Search for particular information
 Usually focused and purposeful
 Browsing
 General looking around for information
 For example: Asia-> Thailand -> Phuket -> Tsunami
4
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Information Retrieval: The Basic Concepts
 The user has an information need, that is expressed as
a free-text query
 Information need: the perceived need for information
that leads to someone using an information retrieval
system in the first place [Schneiderman, Byrd, and Croft.
1997]
 The query encodes the information search need
 The query is a “document”, to be compared to a
collection of documents
 Effectiveness vs Efficiency
 How to compare documents? Similarity metrics
needed!
 How to avoid doing a sequential search? Can we
search in parallel in a set of servers?
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Google Search Engine is an Information
Retrieval Tool

 Search engines are the primary tools people use to find
information on the web
 Americans conducted 8 billion search queries in June 2007,
up 26% from the previous year (comScore)
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Top Search Engines
 Yahoo rates higher in terms
of customer satisfaction than
Google (University of
Michigan's American
Customer Satisfaction Index
- ACSI)
 “While Google does a great
job in search, which is what
they do, but [consumers] are
seeing Google the same as
three years ago.”
 Ask.com registered a gain of
5.6 percent
 Do not think that Google will
be always the best!
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Web IR- IR on the Web
 First Generation
 Classical approach (boolean, vector, and probabilistic
models)
 Informational: IR/DB techniques on page content.
E.g., Lycos, Excite, AltaVista
 Second Generation
 Web as a graph
 Navigational: use off-page Web specific data – links
topology. E.g., Google
 Third Generation
 Open research
 Mobile information search
 A lot of business potential, “monetarization of
infomediary role”, matching services
8
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Problems with Using IR for Web
 Very large and heterogeneous collection
Dynamic
Self-organized
Hyperlinked
 Very short queries
 Unsophisticated users
 Difficult to judge relevance and to rank results
 Synonymy and ambiguity
 Authorship styles (in content writing and query
formulation)
 Search engine persuasion, keyword stuffing (a web
page is loaded with keywords in the meta tags or in
content).
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From needs to queries

Information
need

Encoded by the
user into a query

 Information need -> query -> search engine ->
results -> browse OR query -> ...
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Taxonomy of Web search
 In the web context the "need behind the query" is often not
informational in nature
 [Broder, 2002] classifies web queries according to their
intent into 3 classes:
1. Navigational: The immediate intent is to reach a
particular site (20%)
 q = compaq - probable target
http://www.compaq.com
2. Informational: The intent is to acquire some
information assumed to be present on one or more web
pages (50%)
 q= canon 5d mkII - probable target a page reviewing
canon 5d mkII
3. Transactional: The intent is to perform some webmediated activity (30%)
 q = hotel Vienna - probable target TISCOVER
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Exploratory Search
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[Marchionini, 2006]
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Strategies and Tools
 A search engine is just a tool, among
others, that can be exploited, within a
strategy, to achieve a goal (perform a
task)
 New tools have emerged, and will be
developed, to combine work in Human
Computer Interaction and Information
Retrieval
 Exploratory search is the area where new
tools will be developed mostly
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Exploratory Search: Mobile Search

[Church and Smyth, 2008]

 User can browse searches (query and results) performed by
other users in a location.
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Exploratory Search: Example
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www.liveplasma.com

Exploratory Search: People
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Vivisimo
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Dynamic Travel Advisor
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[Hörman, 2008]
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Yotify
 Yotify is designed to make a
shopping search (e.g., for an
apartment) persistent
 Search runs at regular intervals
(e.g. daily) with results sent back
to the user via e-mail
 Yotify asks partner sites (e.g.
craiglist, or shopping.com) to
integrate its software into their
systems
www.technologyreview.com/web/21509/
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Information Search Features
 There is no single best strategy or tool for finding
information
 The strategy depends on:
the nature of the information the user is seeking,
the nature and the structure of the content
repository,
the search tools available,
the user familiarity with the information and the
terminology used in the repository,
and the ability of the user to use the search tools
competently.
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Information Search and Decision Making
 Information Search (IS) and Decision Making (DM)
are strictly connected
 IS for DM: we search information (external and
internal) before taking decisions
Classical in DM and Consumer Behavior
 DM for IS: we must take decisions about what
information to consider, or
when to stop searching
New feature of the Web,
caused by Information
Overload.
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Information Overload
 Internet = information overload, i.e.,
the state of having too much information
to make a decision or remain informed
about a topic
 Information retrieval technologies can assist a user to look
up content if the user knows exactly what he is looking for
(i.e. for lookup)
 But to make a decision or remain informed
about a topic you must perform an exploratory search
(e.g., comparison, knowledge acquisition, product selection,
etc.)
 not aware of the range of available options
 may not know what to search
 if presented with some results may not be able to choose.
22
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Type of Decision Making Tools
Investment,
Real Estate,
Politics

Item
Complexity

Laptop,
Camera,
Travel
Music,
DVD,
Book

high

User involvement
increases
Decision
Support

News,
Article,
webpage

Product
Search
Recommender
System

Information
Retrieval

Constraints
CP-Nets
MAUT
Decision Strategies
Critiquing

Preference Elicitation
Collaborative Filtering
Data Mining
Keyword-based search

low

PageRank

low

high

Risk (Price)
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Min input vs. Max output
 Most users are impatient to get results providing just
minimal input
 Users’ preferences are constructive and context
dependent
 Users want to make accurate choices, i.e., get relevant
information items

Query (inaccurate / incomplete)
Result (precise / complete)
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Recommender Systems
 In everyday life we rely on recommendations
from other people either by word of mouth,
recommendation letters, movie and book reviews
printed in newspapers …
 In a typical recommender system people provide
recommendations as inputs, which the
system then aggregates and directs to
appropriate recipients
Aggregation of recommendations
Match the recommendations with those
searching for recommendations
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[Resnick and Varian, 1997]

Recommenders and Search Engines
A search
engine is not a
recommender
system
Querying a SE
for a
recommendation
will return a list
of
recommender
systems
26
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Core Computations of Recommender Systems
 Rating Prediction: a model must be built to predict
ratings for items not currently rated by the user
Numeric ratings: regression
Discrete ratings: classification
 Ranking: compute a score for each item and then rank
the items with respect to the score (e.g. search engine)
Simpler than rating prediction - just the order
matter
 Selection task: a model must be built that selects the
N most relevant items the user has not already rated
Can be thought to be a post-process of rating
prediction or ranking – but different evaluation
strategies are applied
27

The Collaborative Filtering Idea
 Trying to predict the opinion the user will have on the
different items and be able to recommend the “best”
items to each user based on: the user’s previous
likings and the opinions of other like minded users
 From an historical point of view CF came after contentbased (we’ll see this later) but it is the most famous
method
 CF is a typical Internet application – it must be
supported by a networking infrastructure
But we are thinking of using many servers
At least many users and one server
 There is no stand alone CF application.
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Matrix of ratings
Items

Users
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Collaborative-Based Filtering
 A collection of n user ui and a collection of m products pj
 A n × m matrix of ratings vij , with vij = ? if user i did not rate
product j
 Prediction for user i and product j is computed as

vij* = vi + K ∑v ≠? uik (vkj − vk )
kj

 Where, vi is the average rating of user i, K is a normalization
factor such that the sum of uik is 1, and

∑(v

ij

uik =

− vi )(vkj − vk )

j

∑ (v
j

ij

− vi )

2

∑ (v
j

kj

− vk )

2

Similarity of
users i and k

 Where the sum (and averages) is over j s.t. vij and vkj are
not “?”.
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[Breese et al., 1998]
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Collaborative Filtering and Google
 Search engines are not recommender systems, BUT
 Actually Google and Collaborative Filtering have many
similarities
They both rank items
The ranking is based on opinion of their users
Collaborative Filtering: ratings on items
Google: links to pages
Both are expressions of the Web 2.0
 Web 2.0: involves the user
the content is created by users
users help organize it, share it, remix it, critique it,
update it.
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Google
 Google is the leading search and online
advertising company - founded by Larry Page and
Sergey Brin (Ph.D. students at Stanford University)
 “googol” or 10100 is the mathematical term Google
was named after
 Google’s success in search is largely based on its
PageRank™ algorithm
 Gartner reckons that Google now make use of
more than 1 million servers, spitting out search
results, images, videos, emails and ads
 Google reports that it spends some 200 to 250
million US dollars a year on IT equipment.
34
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Ranking web pages
 To count inlinks:
http://siteexplorer.search.yahoo.com
 Web pages are not equally “important”
www.unibz.it vs. www.stanford.edu
Inlinks as votes
www.stanford.edu has 686,387 inlinks
www.unibz.it has 3,903 inlink
 Are all inlinks equal?
Recursive question!
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Simple recursive formulation
 Each link’s vote is proportional to the importance
of its source page
 If page P with importance x has n outlinks, each
link gets x/n votes

333 $

333 $

333 $
1000 $
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Simple “flow” model
The web in 1839

y
a/2

Yahoo

y/2

y = y /2 + a /2
a = y /2 + m
m = a /2

y/2
m
Microsoft

Amazon
a

a/2

m
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Solving the flow equations
 3 equations, 3 unknowns, no constants
No unique solution
All solutions equivalent modulo scale factor
 Additional constraint forces uniqueness
y+a+m = 1
y = 2/5, a = 2/5, m = 1/5
 Gaussian elimination method works for small
examples, but we need a better method for large
graphs.
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Matrix formulation
 Matrix M has one row and one column for each
web page (square matrix)
 Suppose page i has n outlinks
If i links to j, then Mij=1/n
Else Mij=0
 M is a row stochastic matrix
Rows sum to 1
 Suppose r is a vector with one entry per web page
ri is the importance score of page i
Call it the rank vector
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Example

y
a/2

Yahoo

y/2

y/2

a

Microsoft
a/2

m
0
½
0

(y a m) = (y a m)M

m
Amazon

y a
y ½ ½
a ½ 0
m 0 1

m

y = y /2 + a /2
a = y /2 + m
m = a /2
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Power Iteration Example

y
a
m

Yahoo

Amazon
y
a
m

y
½
½
0

a m
½ 0
0 ½
1 0

Microsoft

=

1/3
1/3
1/3

(y a m) = (y a m)M

1/3
1/2
1/6
M

5/12
1/3
1/4
M

3/8
11/24 . . .
1/6
M

…

2/5
2/5
1/5
M
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Content-Based Filtering and IR
 In Content-Based Filtering RSs a model of the
user evaluation for items is built based on data
(the items liked and disliked)
 When a new item is presented the model predicts if
the user will like or not that item
 Many CB recommender systems use the data to
build a query – representing the user model – and
then search for items similar to the query
 This method is basically inspired by standard IR
methods
The query in IR is considered as a document and
similar documents are retrieved.
42
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Recommender Systems and IR
 Recommender system research has taken techniques from
IR (e.g. content-based filtering)
 Search engines have used idea coming from recommender
systems (using the support provided by peers)
 IR deals with large repositories of unstructured content
about a large variety of topics – RSs focus on smaller
content repositories on a single topic
 Personalization in IR (personalized search engines) did not
received much interests (e.g. personalized google) – but now
could revamp because of recent research on learning to
rank
 IR deals with “locating relevant content” – the user should
be able to evaluate the relevance of the retrieved set
 RS deals with “differentiating relevant content” – the user
has not enough knowledge to evaluate relevance
 E.g. imagine to select a camera with google and with
dpreview.com
43  IR and RS supports different stages of the information
search/discovery process.

Vertical search engines and LBS
 Vertical search engines are specialists (focusing
on specific topics) in comparison to generalists
(e.g., Google and Yahoo!)
Health and medicine: medstory.com
Travel sites: Kayak.com or Expedia.com
Real-estate: Zillow.com or Trulia.com (exploit
location based search)
Job search: Indeed.com or Monster.com
Shopping search engines: Shopzilla.com and
MySimon.com
 Location-based search uses geographic
information about the searcher to provide more
relevant search results.
44
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Dynamic Search Engine
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[Hörman, 2008
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Same query in Google
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Same query in Ask
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Challenges
 Mobile search – location (context) dependent search
 Better integration of search engines and
recommendations – search keeping into account
various user profile data (previous search, contacts,
tracks, images, etc.)
 Internet capabilities deployed in more devices –
search with GPS, eyeglass, fridge,
 Different ways of entering and expressing queries by
voice, natural language, picture or song
 Community-based search – search for groups and
search exploiting group data (e.g., people in a
department)
 Proactive search – the search engine listen to your
conversations and push to you search results
51
suggestions.

Questions?
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